
EDUCATION

Gnomon School of Visual E�ects
  Digital Production two-year program 2014-2016

Modeling and Texturing Track

Syracuse University, Bachelor of Fine Arts
  Graduated cum laude - 2010

Major: Computer Art - College of Visual and Performing Arts

Freelance Modeler and Texture Artist - October 2020 - April 2023
- Was responsible for hard surface modeling for a Netflix ad campaign to be featured on Times Square.
- Modeled and textured character and environment assets for a television show intro sequence.
- Modeled a stylized environment, props, and character elements that was used in multiple Nick Jr. tv spots.
- Modeled props for a Los Angeles Lakers commercial.

EXPERIENCE

Freelance Digital Artist - multiple contracts January 2018 - September 2022

- Modeled stylized assets for a real-time engine based on reference artwork provided by client
- Worked with a team to develop and refine assets based on an established aesthetic
- Worked closely with character T/D to prepare characters and clothing models for rigging
- Created corrective blendshapes
- Painted texture maps for assets based on established project aesthetic
- Did look development and created shaders for realistic and stylized assets.

Freelance 3D Modeler - November 2019 - March 2020
- Worked with scan data to model digital doubles of actors.
- Modeled and sculpted likenesses of actors' faces and clothing.
- Modeled digital environments that were integrated with live-action footage.
- Optimized assets for use in a pipeline.

Legacy Effects

3D Artist/Designer - September 2016 - September 2017

- Created 2D and 3D concept designs for various film, television, and commercial projects
- Modeled and prepped assets for 3D printing and fabrication.
- Cleaned and re-sculpted scan data of actors and props

j.c.reynolds9@gmail.com
508.524.8199

jcreynolds.com

SOFTWARE

Photoshop
ZBrush
Maya
Blender
Substance Painter 
Unreal Engine
Marvelous Designer

JAMES REYNOLDS
DIGITAL ARTIST & CONCEPT DESIGNER

RogerTV

Framestore

Concept Artist - January 2022 - May 2022
- Sculpted 3D models of characters based on concept illustrations by the MPC Art Department.
- Worked to find creative solutions to design challenges that arose when translating iconic 

characters from 2D into 3D.
- Helped design original character and creature concepts.

Moving Picture Company




